
Solution Brief
Construction and the Cloud

All of these advantages require a re-
liable, cost-effective network. Often, 
construction firms and their projects 
move into temporary spaces where 
networks have yet to be installed and 
where options are extremely limited. 
In the world of cloud-based infor-
mation, every minute of downtime, 
every instance of bandwidth bottle-
necking, and every occurrence of 
network congestion has a cost. Often 
construction firms and their projects 
are moving into spaces without ter-
restrial internet connections.

That’s where CellCast enters 
the picture.

CellCast 4G-LTE
In the past, solving connectivity is-
sues could be a complex matter of 
determining providers, technologies, 
capabilities, and costs for any given 
location. Today, CellCast 4G-LTE 
simplifies the process, is available 
across North America, and quickly 
provides a fully managed connection 
for your cloud-based applications 
and data. 

For locations with no wired internet 
options, CellCast delivers primary 
high-quality 4G-LTE internet avail-
ability, and does so quickly and 
cost-effectively.

As much of its workflow  

moves from paper to the cloud, 

the construction industry has 

a unique set of challenges. 

Cloud-based systems can 

provide powerful data process-

ing, remote checking of job 

sites, and secure but accessible 

document storage. Cloud-

based computing can lower 

construction costs and increase 

profitability by increasing com-

munication efficiency.



Microspace: The Difference
The CellCast differentiator is our network management 
and white glove support. Real-time status and health 
reporting on each of our 4G-LTE routers back to our 
Network Operations Center in Raleigh, N.C., gives us the 
capability to react quickly and effectively to keep your 
remote office connected. 

Beyond router and network status, each device can also 
be remotely accessed for security and firmware updates—
keeping your network up to date and secure.

With available month-to-month billing, CellCast: Primary 
from Microspace is an ideal solution for these short term 
deployments. The same hardware can be transitioned  
to a CellCast: Failover plan and take on the roll of a 
backup connection.
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Ready for reliable, on-site connectivity?  
Contact us today.

Case Study: New Warehouse Construction
On the outskirts of town, Acme Construction Company is 
set to break ground on a new warehouse in two weeks. The 
remote site isn’t currently served by terrestrial cable or fiber 
network providers. 

These providers have committed to provide service but the 
lead time for doing so starts in six months. The construction 
team will require cost-effective and reliable network access 
in two weeks when the project starts. 

CellCast is an ideal network solution for this situation, provid-
ing connectivity for the team’s internet, email and voice re-
quirements. CellCast also easily transitions to an inexpensive 
network failover solution once the cable and fiber providers 
infrastructure is in place.


